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llassical bits
classical are either
0 OR 9-

Physically the wire eitherif current exists I 9-
if current doesnt exist -= 0

classical
bit analogy

off:-O On-51



Quantum Bits
Qubits have two measurable
basis state

, 107
, 11>

YI?¥_de?d7
special because a general qubit
state in a superposition :

147=910> 1- b. 117
Isqubit

14> =a☐tb☐
↳ ?? e)



conceptual ways to picture a
qubit

Later : spin -Ya particle (electron

107=-11^7
, 117=-14>

Here : whether a photon
exists in a box or
not

☐¥ = 117

FIEF Elo>



Qubit Amplitudes
14> = alo> t b 117

'
a
'
and ' b' are called amplitudes

think at them as real numbers a=fÉ
AMPLITUDES Accow US TO Represent
all possible superpositions
IMPORTANT because tells us

the probability of measuring
107,117
Measurement RULE

147 -9147m{
co> with piob at
117 with prob b

"

why squared : Nature is probabilistic
if a-0.3 ,⇒ a- is Prob



Normalisation Rule
-

If myou measure all outcomes
,then

you measure all Arabs
,then the probs need to

add to
one

a'+BE 9-



Common Misconception
Measurement at a single gerbil
with result in a weighted
average of both 107 and 11 >

WRONG

KOH 3MINS

Bittfrooihb Your friend
gives you too instances
of a qubit 14>=do>+5117

.

They won't tell you a.b.
Given too qubits, you need
to find a

, b ! !



g.☒
↳

☐ = , of
measurement at surge
qubit doesn't you anything

%☒ -4 ☐ I lo>
Go ☐ = 10>

↳☒ -98=-117
:

i
• ⇒⇒

%•☒ -4 ☐ I 107

%o•☒ -4 I 117

147 -4147m 107 Prob a'=6%0=75
→ II with b? ¥, = 2g

14>= Iff 107 IJF 117



Matrix Representation
of qubits

EQUIVALENT TO KET Notation

147=0107+6117 to>= ( lo)
=L :) 117=(97
147%7+49) = ( %)

How Do you make gerbils do
anythingReal world Maths

☒ → lies :C:|
laser.ir

"
'

i change -7 Ula>
↳unitary



Unitary Transformations

Unitary
are special transformation

,
the Perseid probability a4bII

Unitary matrices
'

U' obey
+=*t

uu+=UtU=; UIU "

Ex to> = (b) i 1177=197
✗ -matrix /gate flip to>⇐ 117
✗-4%7
✗107=1%11 :) =p't :o)1. I -10.0

= ( 91=10-7



c : :k :)

=L I
= (
a -1 + b.

a)c.I + d. 2



Block sphere
way To visualise a single
qubit : 147=9107+6117 with a7Ñ=I

if a,b€lR ,then a7ñ=l is a circle
( only sphere if a,bE¢) :arrow represent

qubit
put 107 here g)9=1, b= 0

[ > a?_ o -8,
5--0.2

,→a±°'s:b: as
put VAI o -2,5=0.8
117 here→1179=0,5-1

Extend a.b from HR to ¢ ,then a'+BEI
⇒Rotate circle into 3D to make sphere

Now qubit live on
sphere . Anything not oncircle has complex phase





Schrodinger's
fat As quantum

Practiceners, the

goal is to make
the catwalk
to do interesting
things.

pot
Schrodinger 's cat is measured

,

A) North
Pole

and found to be alive . B) South Pole
where on earth could c) ANYWHERE
the cat be before Except south
measurement POLE



Solution
leat >before = al alive> + bl dead>

M→ 1 alive> with prob at
1 dead) with prob bt

• If Ialive > ⇒ measured off0
Since we have only done are
single measurement

, we onlyhave a single piece of info
.'

a -1-0 .
We do not know

anythingabout b.

⇒ Kat>before = anywhere except
South Pole; since
south pole has a:O



Big Ideas
Qubits are writer as ketg
matrices in terms of amplitudes,
which oabey normalisation rule

AMPLITUDES gie Bob
at
measuring qubit to> or
117

A physical change to a

qubit , mathematically, correspond
to unitary matrices acting
on qubit .

"

gates .



Aside : Noisey measurement

Imagine you unknowingly shoot a
laser at your box. It changes the
box in some way . You don't know
you did it . This is an example of
noise in your calculation . there are
many types

at noise .
accidental

;;G-
:

laser

e. ☐¥ ☒ -4 ←Imagine
result

✓ should be to>

g.☐
ÉÉ
☒ Incorrect

i. É
Result due

g.••☐
¥ Éy^↳ to not perfect

implementation of
tech in code
or measurement
⇒noise



Aside : finite stats estimate
Ten t specific to Quantum)
↳

Imagine you flip 100 classical
coins . How many come up heads?
A) 50 ; B) 0; e) SOMETHING NEAR

So

sTA⇒ Every estimate of an
expectation/average value will

give an error on the estimate
from finite stats .

Answer_ : c) . flipping 400 coins does

not give exactly so
'heads .Try it

yourself .
•Expectation = true value -1 Fg

↳error
from using

N data points .



If N →D
, error→ 0

• Same with
measuring qubits

.

amplitudes .

Only find
'
a' and

' b' exactlywith • stats/measurements
.

At finite measurements
, get

147 -4 {
10> with prob of -1 Is
117 with

prob titfer


